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ENGLISH ABBREVIATIONS

ap. .................. appointed
b .................... born
Cdr .................. Commander
CINC ................ Commander-in-Chief
Dep .................. Deputy
i ...................... imeni (in the name of or named for)
id ..................... first identified in the listed position
MD .................... Military District
MoD .................. Ministry of Defense or Minister of Defense
mr ..................... most recently noted in listed position
n ...................... noted in listed position
PVO .................. Air Defense
SSR .................. Soviet Socialist Republic

MILITARY RANKS AND RELATED TERMS

MSU .................. Marshal of the Soviet Union
Mar ................... Marshal
Gen Army .............. General of the Army
Col Gen ................ Colonel General
Lt Gen ................ Lieutenant General
Maj Gen ................ Major General
Col .................... Colonel

Flt Adm SU .......... Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union
Flt Adm .............. Admiral of the Fleet
Adm .................. Admiral
R Adm ................ Rear Admiral
V Adm ................ Vice Admiral
Capt .................. Captain

Arty .................. Artillery
Avn .................. Aviation
Engrs ................ Engineers
Intend ................. Intendent Service (Quartermaster Service)
Just .................. Justice
Med Serv .............. Medical Service
Tech Troops .......... Technical Troops
RUSSIAN ABBREVIATIONS

VVS ................ Voyenno-vozdushnyye sili (Air Force)
VMF ................. Voyenno-morskoy Flot (Navy)
GlavPU ............. Glavnoye Politicheskoye Upravleniye Sovetskogo Armii
i Flota (Main Political Directorate of the Soviet
Army and Navy)
GO .................. Grazhdanskaya Oborona (Civil Defense)
PVO ................. Protivo-vozdushnaya Oborona (Air Defense)
RVSN .............. Raketnyye Voyska Strategicheskogo Naznacheniya
(Strategic Missile Forces)
SV .................. Sukhoputnyye Voyska (Ground Forces)
TVD ................. Teatr Voyennykh Deystviy (Theater of Military
Operations)
1. USSR MINISTRY OF DEFENSE

1st Dep MoD ................. LUSHEV, P.G., Gen Army, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jul 86 p 1). [Lushev was previously the CINC GSFG].

1st Dep MoD .......... PETROV, Vasily Ivanovich, MSU (id 2 Feb 85 PRAVDA).

Dep MoD (Main Inspectorate) ............... GOVOROV, V., Gen Army, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Apr 85 p 1).

Dep MoD (Ground Forces) ............... IVANOVSNIY, Ye. F., Gen Army (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 June 1985).

Dep MoD (Strategic Missile Forces) ............... MAKSIMOV, Yuriy P., Gen Army (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Jul 85 p 1). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 Apr 86 p 2).

Dep MoD (Navy) ............... CHERNAVIN, V.N., Admiral of the Fleet, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Dec 85 p 3).

Dep MoD (Personnel) ............... SHKADOV, Ivan Nikolayevich, Gen Army, (id 18 Feb 82, b 2 May 1913, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Mar 85 p 5). (mr Jul 86 in VOYENNIY VESTNIK No 8, 86 p 2).

Dep MoD (VVS) ............... YEYIMOY, A., MSU, CINC VVS (id VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL, No 1, 1985 p 22).

1.1 GENERAL STAFF

Dep Chief .................. GAREYEV, M.A., Col Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Apr 85 p 3).

Dep Chief ............... GASHKOV, I., Col Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 21 Aug 86 p 1). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Sep 86 p 3).

1.1.1 Unidentified Main Directorate

Chief Polit Dept ............... MARTYNOV, I.P., Lt Gen, (n 3 Apr 85, VOYENNY VESTNIK No 4, 1985 p 21).
1.1.2 Unidentified Main Directorate

Chief .................. CHERVOV, N.F., Col Gen, (n ARGUMENTY I FAKTY 9 Jul 85 p 9).

1.1.3 Main Inspectorate

Chief Inspector: ................. GOVOROV, V., Gen Army, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Apr 85 p 1).

1.1.3.1 Military Consultants


1.2 ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL AGENCIES

1.2.1 Central Archive

Dep Chief .................. NAZAROV, V., Colonel, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Mar 85 p 3).

1.2.2 Central Finance Directorate

Chief .................. DUTOV, V., Col Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 Apr 86 p 2).

1.2.3 Central Inspectorate of Flight Safety

Chief ............... KIRSANOV, P., Mar Avn, (id 6 May 85 in AVIATSIYA I KOSMONAVTIKA No 6 1985 p 1).

Dep Chief ............... YELKIN, A., Col Gen Avn, (id 1 Nov 85 in AVIATSIYA I KOSMONAVTIKA No 12, 1985 p 6).

Dep Chief (Combat Training) ............... RYAKHOV, A., Col Gen, (id 10 Nov 85 in VOYENNYYE ZNANIYA No 12, 1985 p 9).
1.2.4  Civil Defense (GO)

1.2.4.1  Chernobyl

MOKROUS, A., Lt Gen, [Described as "...representative of USSR Civil Defense at a conference following the accident].
(n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Jun 86 p 2).

YASHKIN, Grigoriy Petrovich, Col Gen, [described as the head of "... The Staff of the tactical headquarters of the Civil Defense Directorate... working in the immediate vicinity of the accident site." ] (Moscow Domestic Service 1430 GMT 19 May 86).

1.2.4.2  Political Directorate

Dep Chief, Polit Dir .................. DEMENTYEV, Vladimir
Timofeyevich, Col Gen, (id 1 Sep 82, b 1920, (n VOYENNYYE
ZNANIYA No 1, 1985 p 14).

Dep Chief, Polit Dir .................. NOVIKOV, V., Col
Gen, (id SOVETSKIIY PATRIOT 21 May 86 p 1). [Previous posi-
tion, at least until 23 Feb 86, was as chief of the Politi-
cal Directorate of the Baltic MD].

1.2.5  Civilian Military Training [Vnevoyskovaya]

1st Dep Chief .................. BOKOV, S., Lt Gen, (id
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Feb 85 p 2).

Dep Chief .................. NAZIMOK, I., Maj Gen, (id
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Aug 86 p 3).

1.2.6  Construction and Billeting of Troops

1st Dep Chief .................. SHUMILOV, L., Lt Gen, (id
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 7 Dec 85 p 1).

Chief of Polit Dir .................. KOVALENKO, N., Lt Gen
(id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Feb 86 p 1). [Previous incumbent was
Col Gen V. BYCHENKO who was last noted in this position in
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Aug 85 p 2].

Dep Chief .................. CHEKOV, N., Lt Gen, (id
STROITEL'NAYA GAZETA 21 Feb 86 p 4). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 22
Aug 86 p 2).
Dep Chief ................. IVANKOV, V., Lt Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 23 May 86 p 2).

1.2.7 Main Armor Directorate

Dep Chief ................. BURKIN, I., Lt Gen, (id 26 Jul 85 in AGITATOR ARMII I FLOTA No 15, 1985 p 7).

1.2.8 Main Cadre Directorate


1st Dep Chief............... GONCHAROV, V.A., Col Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 30 Apr 85 p 2).

Dep Chief ................. ZVARTSEV, Aleksandr Mikhailovich, Col Gen., id 5 Dec 73, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 2 Mar 85 p 5).

1.2.9 Main Military Educational Institutions Directorate

Chief .................. LITOVTSOV, D., Col Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 21 May 85 p 2).

1st Dep Chief ................?.
[The previous incumbent was Lt Gen Ivan Aleksandrovich LYKOV, (id 20 June 1979) -- who "Died suddenly in the execution of his duties. ..." (Krasnaya Zvezda 29 May 85 p 4)].

1.2.10 Main Military Procuracy

Chief .................. POPOV, Boris Sergeyevich, Maj Gen Just (ap Krasnaya Zvezda 31 Jan 86 p 1). [Popov was previously identified as 1st Dep Cdr in Krasnaya Zvezda 16 Nov 85 p 1]. [The former chief, Col Gen Just Artem Grigor'evich Gorny, id 26 Feb 58, b 9 Apr 1912, "Died suddenly 7 January 1986" (IZVESTIYA 9 Jan 86 p 6)].

Senior Assistant to the Chief ............... SEMENOV, Ivan Grigoryevich, Maj Gen Just, (id Moscow Television Service 2130 GMT 13 Jul 85).
1.2.11 Main Motor Vehicle Directorate

1.2.11.1 Repair Directorate

Chief .................... ZAPOROZHTEV, N., Maj Gen, (id KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 27 Dec 85 p 2).

1.2.12 Main Trade Directorate


1.2.13 Material Reserves Directorate [Upravleniye Materialnykh Fondov]

Dep Chief .................. KROTOV, N., Col, (id KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 29 Jun 86 p 2).

1.3 MAIN POLITICAL DIRECTORATE (GLAVPU)

CHIEF............... LIZICHEV, Aleksey Dmitrievich, Gen Army, (id KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jul 85 p 1). (Promoted to Gen Armyeral (TASS 1200 GMT 19 Feb 86)). (mr KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 27 Mar 86 p 3). [Replaces YEPISEHEV]. [Lizichev was previously (until 13 July) Chief of Political Directorate of the GSFG].

Dep Chief................. NECHAYEV, V., Lt Gen, (n KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 85 p2). (mr KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 86 p 2).

Chief of Press Dept.............. SOLOVYEV, A., Col., (id KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 9 June 1985 p 2).

Chief of Political Department of Units and Establishments of Central Subordination to the USSR Ministry of Defense ................. GLUSHCHETS, B., Maj Gen, (id 18 Jul 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNOYKH SIL No 15, 1985 p 96).

1.3.1 Agitation and Propaganda Directorate

Chief .................... SHAPALIN, N., Maj Gen, (id KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 1 Aug 86 p 3). (mr KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 1 Aug 86 p 3). [Previous chief was Lt Gen V.D. Lukinykh who was identified in the post as of KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 27 Dec 85 p 2. However, he was identified as Chief of the Directorate for Organizational-Party Work in KRASTAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 86 p 2].
[SHAPALIN also held this post (Agitprop) prior to Lukinykh, having been noted as chief in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 16 Nov 85 p 1].

1.3.2 Cadres Directorate


1.3.3 Culture and Arts Dept.

Chief .................. ANIKOVICH, V., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 25 May 86 p 4).

1.3.4 Organizational-Party Work Directorate

Chief .................. LUKINYKH, V.D., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 86 p 2).

1.3.4.1 Inspectorate

Senior Inspector ............ TARASENKO, P., Maj Gen, (n 18 Nov 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 23, 1985 p 17).

1.3.4.2 Department for Komsomol Work

Assistant to Chief .............. KOSHELEV, N., Col, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 3 Apr 85 p 4).

Dep Chief .................. KOROLENKO, V., Lt Gen Avn, (id 20 Dec 73 rank -- Maj Gen Avn), (mr 20 May 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 11, 1985 p. 61, rank -- Lt Gen Avn).
1.4 REAR SERVICES

Dep Chief .................... ROZHKOV, N., Col Gen, (n 11 May 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1986 p 14).

1.4.1 Cadres Directorate

Chief ....................... ZAYTSEV, V., Lt Gen, (id Sep 70). (mr 12 Jun 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 6, 1986 p 17).

1.4.2 Central Clothing Directorate


Dep Chief ....................... KHRENOV, M., Col, (n 12 Jun 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 6, 1986 p 17).

1.4.3 Central Finance Directorate

Dep Chief ........................ BABYEV, V., Lt Gen, (n 9 Jul 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 7). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Sep 86 p 5).

Dep Chief (Pension Affairs) ............ KOTLYAR, A.I., Maj Gen Intend Serv, id 16 Mar 1969. (n as Lieutenant General in IZVESTIYA. 26 Mar 85 p 3).

1.4.4 Central Military Communications Directorate


Dep Chief ........................ MISTYUKOV, N., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Sep 86 p 4).
1.4.5 Central Military Medical Directorate

1st Dep Chief .............. ?

[The previous incumbent, Lt Gen of Med Serv Ivan Aleksandro-vich Yurov, "died at the age of 65 after a serious, pro-
longed illness." (KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 Mar 86 p 4)].

Chief Therapist ............. GEMBITSKIY, Ye., Lt Gen Med
Serv, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 7 Apr 85 p 4). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA
28 Jan 86 p 2). [Officer is listed here as the most likely
place of subordination. Source referred to Gembitskiy as
"Chief Therapist of the Ministry of Defense"].

Dep Chief Psychiatrist ............. KOLUPAYEV, G.,
Col Med Serv, (n 9 Jul 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH
VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 7). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Aug
85 p 4). [Officer is listed here as the most likely place
of subordination. Source referred to Kolupayev only as
"Deputy Chief Psychiatrist"].

1.4.6 Central Military Transport Directorate

Chief .................. BALABOY, I., Col Gen, (id
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Sep 85 p 2).

1.4.6.1 Motor Transport Service

Dep Chief............. STAROV, V., Col., (n 13 May 85, TYL
I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 50).

1.4.7 Highways Directorate

Chief.................. VASILYEV, N., Maj Gen Tech Troops, id 16
Jan 83 (n as Lt Gen 13 May 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE
SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 41).

1.4.8 Main Military Construction Directorate

Chief of Political Dept. ............. USTINOV,
Yu., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 14 Jun 86 p 2).
1.4.9 Railroad Troops

CINC..................MAKARTSEV, M., Col Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 85 p 2). (mr 10 Mar 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 3, 1986 p 8)

1.4.9.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir.............STOLYAROV, A., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 85 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Feb 86 p 1).

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir .............. DYACHKIN, A., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 Apr 86 p 2).

Secretary of the Party Commission .......... SHUMOV, N. V., Col, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 17 Jan 86 p 2).

1.4.9.2 Rear Services

Chief ..................... VOLKOV, A., Lt Gen, (n 11 Dec 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL, No 12, 1985 p 55).

1.4.10 Tourism and Excursions Directorate

Chief ..................... GASHICHUK, A., Maj Gen, (n 10 Mar 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL, No 3, 1986 p 40).
2. FORCES

2.1 AIR DEFENSE FORCES (PVO)


Dep CINC (Surface to Air Missile Troops) (ZRV) ............... AKCHURIN, R., Lt Gen, (n TRUD 13 Apr 86 p 2). [Replaces A.I. KHYUPENEN, Lt Gen Arty, id Apr 83, (n as Col Gen in SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA 14 Apr 85 p 3). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 Aug 85 p 2).] Akhurin was previously identified as Commander of Surface to Air Missile Troops of the Moscow Air Defense District as of 1 Mar 85 in VESTNIK PVO No 11, 1985 p 69].

2.1.1 Main Staff

Chief ................... MALTSEV, I. M., Col Gen Avn, (n SOVETSKAYA LITVA, 13 Apr 85 p 2). [Previously identified as of 1st Dep Chief of Main Staff 6 Jan 1981 with rank of Lt Gen Avn). (mr 25 Mar 86 in VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL No 4, 1986 p 22)]. [Previous incumbent in this position was ROMANOV, Semen Fedorovich, Col Gen, id 30 Dec 1979].

2.1.2 Political Directorate

Chief .................... BOBYLEV, Sergey Andreyevich, Col Gen, id 9 Sep 75, b 7 Feb 22, (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Apr 86 p 3).

1st Dep Chief .................... MIKHAILOV, V., Lt Gen Avn, (id as 1st Dep Chief 4 Oct 85 in VESTNIK PVO No 10, 1985 p 3). [Mikhailov was previously identified as a Maj Gen and as Deputy Chief, id 8 Apr 79].

Dep Chief ...................... GRIGOR'YEV, P., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 86 p 2).

Dep Chief (Agitprop) ............... PANZHINSKIY, S., Maj Gen, (id 30 Apr 86 VESTNIK PVO No 5, 1986 p 3).

Dep Chief ...................... SULYANOYVM, Anatoliy Konstantinovich, Maj Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA BELORUSSIYA 14 Apr 85 p 3).
2.1.2.1 Dept for Organizational-Party Work


2.1.3 Aviation

1st Dep Chief ................... ANDREYEV, V., Maj Gen Avn, (n 10 Jun 86 in VESTNIK PVO No 6, 1986 p 20).

Chief Engineer .................... DVORNIKOV, A., Maj Gen, (n 30 Apr 86 in VESTNIK PVO No 5, 1986 p 30).

2.1.4 Surface to Air Missile Troops

Commander ...................... AKCHURIN, R., Lt Gen, (n TRUD 13 Apr 86 p 2).

1st Dep Commander (Chief of Staff) ...................... YAROSHENKO, V., Maj Gen, (id VESTNIK PVO No 9, 1985 p 2).

2.2 AIR FORCE (VVS)

CINC.........................YEFIMOV, A., MSU, Dep MoD, (id VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL No 1, 1985, p 22). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Aug 86 p 3).

1st Dep CINC ...................... KOROL’KOV, B.F., Lt Gen Avn, (id IZVESTIYA 17 Aug 85 p 3).

1st Dep CINC (Chief of Staff) ............... PAN’KIN, V., Col Gen Avn, (n 24 Jun 85 in VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL No 7, 1985 p 47). (mr BAKINSKIY RABOCHIY 18 Aug 85 p 3).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ................. SMIRNOV, A., Col Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Jun 86 p 1). [Col Gen Smirnov replaces Col Gen A.F. BORSUK who was most recently noted in this position on 3 June 1985 in AVIATSIYA I KOSMONAVTIKA No 7, July 1985 p 1].

Dep CINC ...................... DOLNIKOV, G., Col Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 17 Aug 85 p 1).

Dep CINC ...................... SHISHKOV, N., Col Gen Avn, (n SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA 18 Aug 85 p 1).
Dep CINC (Rear Services) ............... ZAKREVSKIY, A.,
Col Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 June 1985 p 2).

Chief Navigator of the VVS .................. SHABUNIN, A.,
Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 June 1985 p 2).

2.2.1 Main Staff

Chief ................................... PANKIN, Valentin Ye., Col Gen,

1st Dep Chief ....................... BELONOZHKO, P., Col Gen Avn,
(n AVIATSIYA I KOSMONAVTIKA, No 5, 1985, p 16). [Previously noted as Commander of Aviation - Central Asian MD, id 4 Feb 85].

Dep Chief ................. MODIYAYEV, Ivan Fedorovich,

2.2.2 Political Directorate

Chief .............................. BATEKHIN, Leonid Lukich, Col Gen Avn,
(id 16 Aug 80, mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Nov 85 p 1).

2.2.3 Directorate for Maintenance of Aviation Equipment

Chief ............................... MATVEYEV, G., Maj Gen Avn and
Dep Chief Engineer of the VVS (id 1 Nov 85 in AVIATSIYA I
KOSMONAVTIKA No 12 1985 p 1). [The journal presents no evidence as to whether or not this directorate should be subordinated to Rear Services, VVS]. (mr 5 Mar 86 in AVIATSIYA I
KOSMONAVTIKA No 4, 1986 p 32).

2.2.4 Military Transport Aviation

2.2.4.1 Political Department

Chief ....................... BARANOV, V., Maj Gen Avn, (n
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 Jun 86 p 2).
2.2.5 Rear Services

Chief.................. ZAKREVSKIY, A., Col Gen Avn, (n KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 8 June 1985 p 2).

2.3 GROUND FORCES (SV)

CINC.................. IVANOVSKIY, Ye. F., Gen Army, (Id KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 22 Feb 85).

Dep CINC (Armaments) ............... BAZHENOV, P., Col Gen, (n KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 24 Mar 85 p 1).

Dep CINC (Military Educational Institutions) .................. VARICHENKO, S., Lt Gen, (id KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 16 Jan 86 p 2).

2.3.1 Main Staff

Chief .................. GRINKEVICH, Dmitry Aleksandro-vich, Col Gen, (id 21 Aug 81, b 1 Jul 23, mr BAKINSKIY RABOCHIY 8 Sep 85 p 3).

Chief of Polit Dept (of Main Staff) .................. GOGLEV, M., Lt Gen, (n 3 Apr 85 in VOYENNYY VESTNIK No 4, 1985 p 41).

Dep Chief .................. TER-GRIGORYANTS, N., Lt Gen, (id KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 11 Oct 85 p 2).

2.3.2 Political Directorate

Dep Chief (Agitprop) .................. MAKAROV, Viktor Roman-novich, Col Gen, (id 20 Mar 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 93). [Previously identified 3 Sep 76 as Dep Chief of Agitprop Dept, rank - Col].

2.3.3 Missile and Artillery Troops

2.3.3.1 Directorate for Combat Training and Military Educational Institutions

Chief .................. LEBEDEV, A., Lt Gen, (id KRA\NSAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 85 p 2).
2.4 NAVAL FORCES (VMF)

CINC .................. CHERNAVIN, V.N., Admiral of the Fleet, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Dec 85 p 3). (mr as CINC NAVY 11 Feb 86 in MOSKOVSKIYE NOVOSTI No 7, 16 Feb 86 p 12). [Flt Adm Chernavin was most recently noted as Chief of the Main Naval staff in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Nov 85 p 1].

2.4.1 Main Staff

Chief .................... MAKAROV, K.V., Adm, (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jul 86 p 1).


Chief of Polit Dept (of Main Staff) ............... KHIRITONOV, V., V Adm, (n 7 Mar 85, in MORSKOGO SBORNIK, No 3, Mar 85 p 13). (mr 10 Dec 85 in MORSKOGO SBORNIK No 12, 1985 p 10). [In the latter instance KHIRITONOV was referred to as "Chief of the Political Department of the Main Staff and Directorate of the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy"].

2.4.2 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir ............... MEDVEDEV, P.N., Adm., id Oct 1981, b 22 Jan 22, (mr 6 May 86 in MORSKOGO SBORNIK, No 5, 86 p 3).


Chief of Polit Dept for Higher and Specialized Officer Education of the Navy
 ....................... TKACHEV, V., R Adm (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 May 86 p 2).
2.4.2.1 Department for Organizational-Party Work


2.4.2.2 Personnel Dept.

Chief .................... NIKOLAYEV, A., Capt 1st Rank, (id 9 Jul 86 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 7, 1986 p 11).

2.4.3 Aviation

1st Dep Commander (Naval aviation) ...................... VORONOV, Vladimir Ivanovich, Col Gen Avn, (id 2 Aug 85 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 8, 1985 p 48).

Dep Cdr (Rear Services) ......................
[Previous incumbent was SIDOROV, Aleksey Mikhailovich, Maj Gen, who "died in the execution of his official duties" (KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 14 Jul 85 p 4)].

2.4.4 Main Technical Directorate

Chief ...................... ZAYTSEV, V., V. Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Aug 86 p 2).

2.4.5 Personnel Directorate

Chief ...................... VORONOV, Yu., V Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 12 Jul 86 p 2).

2.4.6 Rear Services

Chief of staff ..................... KOBELEV, N., Maj Gen
(id 10 Sep 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 9 1985 p 52).
2.5 STRATEGIC MISSILE FORCES (RVSN)

2.5.1 Political Directorate

1st Dep Chief................. ZHILNIKOV, D., Lt Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 21 July 85 p 2).

Secretary of the Party Commission............... SLIKHOV, N., Maj Gen, (n 2 Apr 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 8, 1985 p 24).

Dep Chief (Agitprop) .................. LARIN, P., Maj Gen (id 26 Sep 85 in AGITATOR ARMII I FLOTA No 19, 1985 p 9).
3. WARSAW PACT

3.1 STAFF


3.2 JOINT SUPREME COMMAND FOR WARSAW PACT FORCES

3.2.1 Czechoslovakia

Soviet Representative ............... VOLOSHIN, Ivan Makarovitch, Army Gen, (id 17 May 82, b 1923). (Promoted to Gen Army 7 May 86. KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 May 86 p 1).

3.3 CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES (CZECHOSLOVAKIA) (CGF)

CINC.................YERMAKOV, V., Col Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 31 Jan 85 p 1). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Feb 86 p 1).

1st Dep CINC ............... SURODEYEYEV, S., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Oct 85 p 2).

3.3.1 Political Directorate

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir..............SHLYAGA, N., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 31 May 85 p 4).

Dep Chief ............... YAKOVLEV, V., Maj Gen, (n 4 Apr 86 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 8, 1986 p 94).

3.4 GROUP OF SOVIET FORCES GERMANY (GSFG)

CINC................. BELIKOV, V.A., Gen Army, (n Moscow TASS International Service in Russian 1417 GMT 11 Aug 86). (b 18 Jul 1920). [Previous CINC was LUSHEV, Petr Georgiyevich, Gen Army, (ap 19 Jul 85). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 May 86 p 5). He was appointed 1st Dep Minister of Defense in late July 1986 (KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jul 86 p 1). In turn Lushev's predecessor as CINC GSFG was ZAYTSEV, Mikhail Mitrofanovich, Gen Army, id 4 Dec 80, b 22 Nov 1928. TRANSFERRED 13 July 85].
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1st Dep CINC ........................ ? .......................... [Previous incumbent was KALININ, N., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Feb 86 p 3). (mr Radio Volga 1530 GMT 11 Jul 85).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) .................. SADOVNIKOV, V., Lt Gen, (id as Commander of the Combat Training Directorate KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Aug 86 p 1). [SADOVNIKOV was previously identified as the Dep. Chief of this directorate as of 12 May 1978].

Dep CINC (Armaments) ...................... SHCHERBAKOV, L., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Jun 85 p 1).

3.4.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir ........................ MOISEYEV, N., Lt Gen, (id 18 Dec 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 1, 1986 p 93). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 Feb 86 p 3). [Previous incumbent was Col Gen Aleksey Dmitriyevich LIZICHEV id 27 Aug 82, b 21 Jun 28, TRANSFERED 13 Jul 85].

Dep Chief, Polit Dir ...................... DONSKOY, Maj Gen, (n Radio Volga 1530 GMT 11 Jul 85).

Dep Chief, Polit Dir ...................... DOMANSKIY, A., Col, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 Apr 86 p 2).

Dep Chief, Polit Dir (Agitprop Dept) ................. SHEVCHENKO, G., Col, (n 19 Mar 86 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL, No 7, 1986 p 32).

3.4.2 Rear Services

Chief of Staff (Rear) ......................... KURDAKOV, G., Maj Gen, (n 8 Apr 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 4, 1986 p 15).

Chief of Political Department ............... MINYAKIN, A., Maj Gen, (n 9 Jul 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 27).

3.4.2.1 Motor Transport Services

Chief .................... KOZHEVNIKOV, A., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Sep 85 p 2).
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3.5 NORTHERN GROUP OF FORCES (POLAND) (NGF)


Dep CINC (Armaments) .................. KOROBEYNIKOV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Mar 86 p 2).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ............... IVANOV, M., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Jul 86 p 2).

3.5.1 Political Directorate


1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir, ................. ALEKSANDRENKO, A., Col, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 Jan 86 p 2).

3.5.2 Air Defense Forces

Commander .................. PROSIN, V., Col, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Nov 85 p 2).

3.6 SOUTHERN GROUP OF FORCES (HUNGARY) (SGF)

1st Dep CINC..................DEMIDOV, A., Lt Gen (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 May 85 p 2). (mr 19 Sep 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 19, 1985 p 95).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ................. KHARCHUK, B., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 85 p 2).

3.6.1 Political Directorate


Dep Chief, Polit Dir............... BESCHCHEV, R., Maj Gen., (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 Jan 85 p 2).
3.6.2 Rear Services

Dep Chief (Rear) .................. SAVEL'NIKOV, A., Maj
Gen, (in 12 Jun 86 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH
VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 6, 86 p 21).
4. MILITARY DISTRICTS

4.1 BALTIC MD

CINC..................BETEKHTIN, A.V., Col Gen, (n SOVETSKIY PATRIOT 28 Apr 85 p 3). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Dec 85 p 3).

1st Dep CINC ................. GRISHIN, V.I., Lt Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 7 Sep 85 p 3). (Also commander of the Riga garrison) (mr SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 3 Nov 85 p 3).

1st Dep CINC (Chief of Staff) .................PANKRATOV, V.M., Lt Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA ESTONIYA 21 Feb 85 p 2). (mr (SOVETSKAYA LITVA 21 Jan 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was Aleksandr Alekseyevich IVANOV, Lt Gen, id 25 Aug 79].

Dep CINC (Rear Services).................BEVZ, M., Maj Gen (n 13 May 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 54).

Dep CINC (Civil Defense) .................INDENKO, Ivan Nikolayevich, Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 85 p 2).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) .................VOLKOV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Mar 86 p 2). [Volkov was previously identified as Dep Cdr for Combat Training of the Ural MD as of 24 Nov 1981].

4.1.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir .................SAMOYLENKO, V.G., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Dec 1985 p 2). (mr SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 23 Feb 86 p 3). [Lt Gen Samoylenko replaces Col Gen V. NOVIKOV who was last noted in this position in SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 20 Nov 85 p 3].

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir...............BOYKO, N., Maj Gen, (SOVETSKAYA LITVA 23 Feb 85 p 2).

Dep Chief, Polit Dir, (Chairman, People's Control Committee)..............LAGYTEYEVT, N., Maj Gen, (n 19 Feb 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 94).
4.1.2 Aviation

4.1.2.1 Political Department


4.1.3 Civil Defense

Chief .................. INDENKO, Ivan Nikolayevich, Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 85 p 2).

4.1.4 Combat Training

Chief .................. VOLKOV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Mar 86 p 2).

4.1.5 Missile and Artillery Troops

Commander .................. MARKEYEV, V.B., Maj Gen, (id SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 20 Nov 85 p 3).

Chief of Staff .................. KHOLOD, A.A., Maj Gen, (id SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA 19 Nov 85 p 3).

4.1.6 Rear Services

Chief ..................BEVZ, M., Maj Gen (n 13 May 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 54).

4.2 BELORUSSIAN MD

CINC.................SHURAVLEV, V., Col Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 Apr 85, p. 2 as Lt Gen). (b 2 Apr 1935, SOVETSKAYA BELORUSSIIYA 3 Apr 85 p 3). (n as Col Gen on 20 May 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 11, 1985 p 93), (mr SOVETSKAYA BELORUSSIIYA 22 Feb 86 p 1).

1st Dep CINC .................

[Previous incumbent was Lt Gen Vyacheslav Dmitriyevich KHAYDOROV, (deceased -- obituary in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Sep 85 p 3)].
1st Dep CINC (Chief of Staff) .............. SOKOLOV, V., Lt Gen, (n ZVYAZDA, 23 Feb 85 p 2). (mr 12 Aug 86 in VOYENNY VESTNIK No 9, 1986 p 6).

Dep CINC................. VOBLIKOV, A., Lt Gen, (n 15 Apr 85 in NARODNOYE KHOZYAYSTVO BELORUSSI No 5, May 85 p 4).

4.2.1 Staff

Chief of Staff .............. SOKOLOV, V., Lt Gen, (n ZVYAZDA, 23 Feb 85 p 2). (mr 12 Aug 86 in VOYENNY VESTNIK No 9, 1986 p 6).

4.2.2 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir .............. KOLININICHENKO, Aleksey Nikolayevich, Lt Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA BELORUSSIYA 23 Feb 86 p 2), (mr SOVETSKAYA BELORUSSIYA 8 May 86 p 1), [Previous position: 1st Dep Chief of Polit Dir, Far East MD, id 7 May 1980].

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir.......... ALEKSANDROV, B., Maj Gen, (n 18 Jan 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 3, 1985, p 95), (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Mar 86 p 2).

Dep Chief .................. SULYANOV, A., Maj Gen, (id 20 May 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 11, 1985 p 93), (mr 4 Jul 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 14, 1984).

4.2.3 Aviation

Chief of Political Dept .............. ?

[The previous incumbent, Maj Gen of Avn Vasily Semenovich Zalivin, died. (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 17 Aug 86 p 6)].

4.2.4 Rear Services

Chief................. VOBLIKOV, A., Lt Gen, (n 15 Apr 85 in NARODNOYE KHOZYAYSTVO BELORUSSI No 5, 1985 p 4).
4.3 CARPATHIAN MD

CINC..................... ______ ? ______. [Previous incumbent was BELIKOV, Valeriy Aleksandrovich, Gen Army, ap 4 Oct 79, (n KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 May 86 p 1 as Gen Army (mr as Col Gen in KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 16 Feb 86 p 2). (b 18 Jul 1920). [Transferred to CINC GSFG].

1st Dep CINC............. GENERALOV, N., Lt Gen, (id 30 Apr 86 in VOYENNYY VESTNIK No 5, 86 p 22). [Previous incumbent was Lt Gen N. KALININ, n as 1st Dep CINC on 4 Feb 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 4, 1985 p 94. Transferred to GSFG July 85].

4.3.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir............ MAKHOV, Ye., Lt Gen, (id KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 25 Apr 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was GONCHAROV, N.V., Lt Gen, who was first noted in this position on 14 Feb 85 in SOVETSKIY VOIN, No 5, 1985, p 2, and most recently noted there as of 18 Nov 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL, No 23, 1985 p 94].

1st Dep Chief .............. KRASYUSHIN, V., Maj Gen, (id KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Aug 86 p 2). [Krayushin was previously identified as Deputy Chief on 5 Aug 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 16, 1985 p 94].

4.3.2 Staff

Chief ....................... GUSEV, P. Lt Gen, (id KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Dec 85 p 1).

1st Dep Chief ............... BUSLAEV, B., Maj Gen, (n KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Jul 85 p 2).

4.3.3 Aviation

Cdr...................... ______ ? ______. [Previous incumbent was Ye. I. KARAPIVIN, Maj Gen Avn, (who died "...in execution of official duties", on 3 May 85. (KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 May 85 p 3).

1st Dep Cdr (Chief of Staff, Avn).............. ______ ? ______. [Previous incumbent was S.A. WOLKOV, Col., who died "in execution of official duties", on 3 May 85. (KRAASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 May 85 p 3)].
Chief Polit Dept.................
[Previous incumbent was V. M. DOTSENKO, Maj Gen Avn, who
died "in execution of official duties" on 3 May 85.
(KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 May 85 p 3)].

4.3.4 Military Procuracy

Chief .................. FROLOV, A., Maj Gen Just, (id
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 Jan 86 p 2).

Chief of Polit Dept............... LEVCHEKNO, A., Maj Gen,
(n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 May 85 p 2).

4.3.5 Rear Services

Chief ......................... MAMORA, V., Maj Gen, (id 5 Aug
85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 16, 1985 p 94).

4.3.6 Motor Vehicle Service

Chief .......................... PADALK, V., Maj Gen, (n
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 May 86 p 2).

4.4 CENTRAL ASIATIC MD

CINC................... LOBOV, Vladimir, Nikolayevich, Col
Gen, ap Fall 1984 (n KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 1, 1985
[LOBOV was previously identified as 1st Dep CINC Leningrad
MD (rank Lt.Gen) 5 Nov 1981, and was most recently noted in
that position in SOVETSKAYA KIRGIZIYA 9 May 85 p 4). (Pre-
vious incumbent was YAZOV, Dmitriy Timofeyevich, Col Gen, n
7 Jan 81, born 1923. Transfered to CINC FAR EAST MD (n
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Dec 84 p 2)].

1st Dep CINC..................... PLATOV, V., Lt Gen, (n 2 Apr
85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 8, 1985 p 95). (mr
KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 24 Aug 85 p 2).

1st Dep CINC, (Chief of Staff) ............... SURAYKIN,
N.M., Lt Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA KIRGIZIYA 23 Feb 85 p 3).

Dep CINC .................. NURMAGANBEV, Sagat Kozhakhmeto-
vich, Lt Gen, (id 28 Jan 85, PARTIYNA ZHIZN' KAZAKHSTANA
No 2, Feb. 1985, p. 76). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 14 Mar 86 p
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2. [Previous position was 1st Dep CINC SGF Hungary, id 31 May 81].

Dep CINC, (Construction and Billeting) .................
RABYNIN, V., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 May 85 p 2).

4.4.1 Aviation

Cdr .................... RUSANOV, Ye., Lt Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 29 May 1985 p 2). [Replaces Lt Gen Avn P.I. BELONOZHKO who was promoted to 1st Dep Chief of Air Force Main Staff].

Chief of Staff (Avn) ................. RUDEEN', A., Maj Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Apr 86 p 1).

Dep Commander ................. TIMCHENKO, V., Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Aug 86 p 2).

4.4.2 Military Procuracy

Chief Procurator ...................... OZEMBLOVSKIY, V., Col Just, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Aug 85 p 2).

4.4.3 Missile and Artillery Troops

Cdr ......................... YERMOLENKO, V., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Jan 86 p 2).

4.4.4 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir....................... KOCHKIN, G., Lt Gen, (n as Maj Gen in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 1, 1985 p 94). (Promoted to Lt Gen, n KOMMUNIST TADZHIKISTANA 7 May 85 p 1).

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir ............... LARIN, A., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 June 85 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Apr 86 p 2).

4.5 FAR EASTERN MD


1st Dep CINC ............... MOROZOV, I., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 Mar 86 p 2). [It is not clear whether Morozov replaces Voronin or is a second 1st Deputy].

Dep CINC (for Aviation) ............... ETTINGER, P., Maj Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Jul 86 p 2).

Dep CINC (Rear Services) ............... KOPYTOV, B., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 17 Nov 85 p 2).

4.5.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir ............... SILAKOV, V., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Aug 85 p 1). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Jul 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was Lt Gen N. KIZYUN, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Dec 84 p 2). KIZYUN in turn had succeeded Col Gen Vasily Petrovich NOVIKOV, id 4 June 79].


4.5.2 Aviation

Commander ............... BULANKIN, Viktor Sergeyevich, Lt Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Aug 86 p 2). [Bulankin was previously identified as Commander of Aviation of the Belorussian MD as of 14 Aug 82].

1st Dep Commander ............... ARKHAROV, A., Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 May 86 p 1).

1st Dep Chief of Polit Dept ............... KIRILLOVSKIY, G., Col, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 June 85 p 2).
4.5.3 Military Communications Service

Chief ................. FEDCHENKO, A., Maj Gen, (n 11 Jun 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZENNYKH SIL No 6, 1985 p 58).

4.5.4 Military Procuracy

Procurator ............... NOSOV, G., Lt Col Just, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 30 Apr 86 p 2).

4.5.5 Rear Services

Chief ...................... KOPYTOV, B., Maj Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 17 Nov 85 p 2).

4.5.5.1 Trade Directorate

Chief ..................... SHCHUPLYAK, A., Col, (n 15 Mar 85, in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZENNYKH SIL No 3 1985 p 13).

Chief of Polit Dept ............ RODIN, S., Col. (n Krasnaya Zvezda 18 Apr 85 p 2).

4.6 KIEV MD

CINC ..................... OSIPOV, V. Col Gen, (n 14 Jan 85 in POD ZNAMENEM LENINISM No 2, Jan 85 p 35). (mr Jul 86 in VOYENNY VESTNIK No 8, 1986 p 6).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) .............. LUBGAN, L., Lt Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 13 Oct 85 p 2).

4.6.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir ............... ARAPOV, V.F., Lt Gen., (n Krasnaya Zvezda 22 Jan 85 p 2). (mr Krasnaya Zvezda 11 Jul 86 p 2).

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir .......... GAVRILYUK, I., Maj Gen (n 2 Sep 85 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 9, 1985 p 20).
4.6.2 Aviation

Chief of Political Department................. KOBYAKOV, V., Maj Gen Avn (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 Mar 86 p 2).

4.6.3 Military Procuracy

Procurator ................. VASIL'YEV, V., Maj Gen Just, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 May 86 p 2).

4.7 LENINGRAD MD

CINC ................. SNETKOV, Boris Vasil'evich, Gen Army, (id 6 Dec 81), (Promoted to General of the Army on 7 May 86; n in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 May 86 p 1). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 12 Sep 86 p 3).

Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting of Troops) ................. VETEL'KIN, Nikolay Andreyevich, Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Sep 85 p 4).

Dep CINC (Rear Service) ................. KLIMOV, Aleksey Tikhonovich, Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Feb 86)

4.7.1 Staff

Chief of Staff............... DENISOV, A., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 31 May 85 p 3). [Previous incumbent was OMEL'CHEV, B., Lt Gen, id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 3 Apr 85].

1st Dep Chief of Staff............... CHEREMYKH, V., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Jul 85 p 3).

4.7.2 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir............... LARIN, I., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 3 Apr 85 as a Maj Gen). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 29 Jul 86 p 4).

1st Dep Chief............... CHUCHKALOV, G., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 June 85 p 2).
4.7.3 Aviation

1st Dep Cdr .................. TABUNSHCHIKOV, A., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Jul 86 p 1).

4.7.4 Construction and Billeting of Troops

Chief ...................... VETELKIN, Nikolay Andreyevich, Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Sep 85 p 4).

Chief of Polit Dept.............. KALOV, D., Col., (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 Apr 85 p 2).

4.7.5 Military Procuracy

Procurator ..................... PEREPELITS, A., Maj Gen Just, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Aug 85 p 2).

4.7.6 Rear Services

Chief .................... KLIMOV, Aleksey Tikhonovich, Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Feb 86).

Chief of Staff .................. MANAYENKO V., Col, (id 11 Jun 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 6, 1985 p 37).

4.8 MOSCOW MD

CINC ........................ ARKHPOV, Vladimir Mikhailovich, Col Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Aug 85 p 3). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Jul 86 p 3). (in addition as Chief of the Moscow City Garrison in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Nov 85 p 6). [Arkhipov's previous assignment was as CINC of the TRANSCAUCASUS MD which he still commanded as of 16 Jul 85 (KRASNAYA ZVEZDA p 1). [Previous incumbent as CINC Moscow MD was Gen Army Petr Georgiyevich LUSHEV, id 10 Dec 80, b 18 Oct 23, mr as CINC Moscow MD was in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Nov 85 p 6].

Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting)................. KULAGIN, Ye., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jun 85 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 28 Aug 86 p 2).
4.8.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir..................REPIN, Ivan Petrovich, Col Gen, id 6 May 82, b 1920, (n VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL No 1, 1985, p 3). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Aug 86 p 1).

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir............GORELOV, R., Maj Gen, (n 4 Feb 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 4, 1985 p 41).

4.8.2 Aviation

Cdr, Avn..................DMITRIYEV, I., Col Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Apr 85 p 2).


Dep Cdr, Avn ...................MIKHAYLOV, V., Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 86 p 2).

4.8.3 Military Procuracy

Military Procurator...............YANGAYEV, I., Maj Gen Just, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 16 Jan 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was Maj Gen Just N. SOTNIKOV, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 22 Aug 85 p 2)].

4.9 NORTH CAUCASUS MD

CINC ...........................SKOKOV, V., Col Gen, (id 26 Oct 84 w rank of Lt Gen). (n in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Apr 86 p 1 as Col Gen).

Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting of Troops) ....................ZAKURDAYEV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Jun 86 p 2).

4.9.1 Political Directorate

Chief of Political Dir..................KORABLEV, V., Maj Gen (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 May 86 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 3 Sep 86 p 2). [Previous position was 1st Dep Chief of Political Directorate of the KIEV MD. (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 8 Jan 85 p 2). [Previous Chief was AUNAPU, Ye., Lt Gen., (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 18 Jan 85 p 2)].
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1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir. KOVALEVSKIY, M., Maj Gen, (n KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 9 Apr 85 p 2). (mr KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 18 Oct 85 p 2).

4.9.2 Aviation

Chief ................. KAMENSKIY, V., Lt Gen Avn, (id KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 19 Feb 86 p 2).

Chief of Political Department ................. GAVRILKO, P., Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 19 Feb 86 p 2).

4.9.3 Rear Services

Chief .................. SHIPENKOV, V., Maj Gen, (id 10 Oct 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 10, 1985 p 33).

4.10 ODESSA MD

Dep CINC (Civilian Military Training and Military Educational Institutions)

...................... YEREMIN, V., Maj Gen, (id KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 8 Aug 86 p 4).

4.10.1 Staff

Chief .................... SEMENOV, V., Lt Gen, (id KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 30 Jan 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was YEVSYUKOV, L.G., Lt Gen, (id 14 May 85 in VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL No 8 1985 p 94)].

4.10.2 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir.................. PLEKHANOV, V., Lt Gen, (n 19 Feb 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 5, 1985 p 92). (mr KRASNYAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 86 p 2). [Previously identified as as a Maj Gen and as 1st Dep Chief of Polit Dir of CARPATHIAN MD].

Dep Chief, Polit Dir................. GUDKOV, A., Maj Gen, (m 11 Mar 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 95).
4.11 SIBERIAN MD


1st Dep Cdr............... TKACH, B., Lt Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 6 Apr 85 p 2).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ............... DEMBOVSKIY, B., Maj Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 13 Mar 86 p 2).

4.11.1 Staff

Chief ..................... KOVALEV, V.P., Maj Gen, (Id 24 Jan 86 in Voyenno-Istorilicheskiy Zhurnal No 2, 1986 p 84). [Previous incumbent was Lt Gen Yu. Petrov who was identified in this position as of 15 Mar 84].

4.11.2 Political Directorate

Chief ........................ ? .................. [Previous incumbent was Lt Gen V.G. Samoylenko, (n 4 Jul 85 in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh SIL No 14, 1985 p 92)].

1st Dep Chief ................. IZNALKIN, S., Maj Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 25 Oct 85 p 2).

4.11.3 Aviation

Chief of Staff ............... PROTCHENKO, I., Col, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 27 Aug 86 p 2).

4.11.4 Rear Services

4.11.4.1 Political Department

Chief.................. PODOLNIKOV, I., Col, (n 2 Apr 85 in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh SIL No 8, 1985 p 95).
4.12 TRANSBAIKAL MD

CINC ..................POSTNIKOV, S.I., Col Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 7 Apr 85 p 4). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 86 p 2).

Dep CINC (Rear Services) ............... GORBUNOV, N., Maj Gen (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 Jul 86 p 2).

4.12.1 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir.......... SOLODILOV, I. Ya., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Mar 86 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Aug 86 p 2). [Previous incumbent was LOMOV, Victor Matveyevich, Lt Gen, id 17 Jul 80 (n 19 Sep 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 19, 1985 p 94)].

 Ist Dep Chief ............. KHRISTOFOROV, O., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 15 Apr 86 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 29 Apr 86 p 2).

4.12.2 Aviation

Chief of staff .............. SEDOV, S., Maj Gen Avn, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Aug 86 p 2).

Chief of Political Department ................. MAL'DOV, V., Maj Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 24 Sep 85 p 2).

4.12.3 Rear Services

Chief ..................... GORBUNOV, N., Maj Gen (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 Jul 86 pp 2).

4.13 TRANSCAUCASUS MD

CINC .................. KOCHETOV, K.A., Col Gen, (ap Jul 85 (ZARYA VOSTOKA 18 Aug 85 p 1)). (mr ZARYA VOSTOKA 31 Jul 86 p 3). [Previous incumbent was Col Gen V.M. ARKHIPOV, (n as CINC Transcaucasus MD in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Jan 85 p 2). (mr as CINC Transcaucasus MD in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 16 Jul 85 p 1)].

1st Dep CINC ................. SOTSKOV, Mikhail Mikhailovich, Lt. Gen, (id as 1st Dep Cdr 25 Jul 82). (n as 'Acting

1st Dep CINC (Chief of Staff) ............... KLEYMENOV, A., Lt Gen, (id KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Apr 85 p 4). (mr ZARYA VOSTOKA 8 Dec 85 p 1).

1st Dep CINC .................................. GRYAZNOV, Vyacheslav Nikolayevich, Lt Gen, ("died suddenly", n KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 21 Mar 86 p 4).

Dep CINC (Civil Defense) .................... NASTOBURKO, A., Lt Gen, (n KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 25 Jun 85 p 1).

Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting of Troops) ....................... YAT SUK, S.I., Maj Gen (n ZARYA VOSTOKA 25 Jul 85 p 1).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ................... ZAYTSEV, Yu., Maj Gen, (id KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 9 Sep 86 p 2).

4.13.1 Staff

Chief of Staff .................. KLEYMENOV, A., Lt Gen, (id KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 10 Apr 85 p 4). (mr KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 85 p 6).

4.13.2 Political Directorate

Chief ......................... GULEVICH, V. L., Lt Gen, (n KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Jan 85 p 1). (mr ZARYA VOSTOKA 31 Jul 86 p 3). [Previous position -- 1st Dep Chief, rank Maj Gen, id 19 Feb 1980]. [His predecessor was SHIRINKIN, Aleksey Ivanovich, Lt Gen, id 11 May 1980].

Dep Chief, Polit Dir ............... MERKUSHEV, N., Maj Gen, (N KRA SNAYA ZVEZDA 2 Mar 85 p 2). (mr ZARYA VOSTOKA 8 Sep 85 p 3).

4.13.3 Air Defense Forces

Commander ......................... ALEKSEYCHUK, I.S., Maj Gen, (id ZARYA VOSTOKA 13 Apr 86 p 3).
4.13.4 Aviation

Chief of Staff, Avn, ................. SHUBIN, Eduard Alekseyevich Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 Aug 85 p 1).

4.13.5 Civil Defense Directorate

Chief................. NASTOBURKO, A., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 25 June 1985 p 1).

4.13.6 Missile and Artillery Troops

Commander ................. KALININ, A., Maj Gen, (id ZARYA VOSTOKA 19 Nov 85 p 3).

4.14 TURKESTAN MD

CINC...............POPOV, N.I., Col Gen, (n PRAVDA VOSTOKA 23 Feb 85 p 1). (mr Tashkent Domestic Service in Uzbek 1200 GMT 23 Jul 86).

1st Dep CINC ................. SHUSHTKO, L.S., Lt Gen, (id 20 May 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 11, 1985 p 94). (mr PRAVDA VOSTOKA 22 Feb 86 p 1).

Dep CINC (Civil Defense) ................. ROBUL, L., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Apr 86 p 2).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ................. BOBROV, I., Lt Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Oct 85 p 1).

4.14.1 Aviation

Cdr ................. SHKANAKIN, V., Lt Gen Avn, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 23 Jul 86 p 2).

Chief of Political Department ................. ULEZ'KO, V., Maj Gen Avn (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 Feb 86 p 2).
4.14.2 Political Directorate

Chief ................. STEFANOVSKIY, G., Maj Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 3 Oct 85 p 1). (Mr 18 Feb 86 in Partiynaya Zhizn No 2, 1986 p 73). [Previous id as Chief of Directorate of Organizational Party Work of GlavPU as of Feb 85].

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir..................OVCHINNIKOV, A.I., Maj Gen, (n Turkmenskaya Iskra, 23 Feb 85 p 3).

4.15 URAL MD

CINC.....................GRACHEV, Nikolay Fedorovich, Col Gen (n Krasnaya Zvezda 3 Jan 85 p 3). (Mr Krasnaya Zvezda 28 Aug 85 p 1, rank listed as Lt Gen). (n in same position with rank of Col Gen in Krasnaya Zvezda 3 Jan 86 p 1).

1st Dep CINC................. VODOLAZOV, Yu., Maj Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 29 Jun 85 p 1). [Previous incumbent was SHUSHTKO, L.S., Lt Gen, (n 23 Apr 85 Pravda Vostoka p 3)].

Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting of Troops) ....................... BEZMENOV, V., Col, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 10 Jun 86 p 2).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ...................... LARIN, A., Maj Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 27 Aug 85 p 1). [Previous incumbent was Maj Gen V. VOLKOV, id 24 Nov 81].

Chief Polit Dir..................ZINCHENKO, O., Maj Gen., (n Krasnaya Zvezda 3 Jan 85). (Mr Krasnaya Zvezda 28 Aug 85 p 1).

4.15.1 Rear Services

Dep Chief (Trade Directorate) .................. KRAVTSOV, N., Col, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 18 Apr 86 p 2).
4.16 VOLGA MD

CINC .................. PATRIKEYEV, V., Col Gen, (id Krasnaya Zvezda 20 Oct 85 p 1).

Dep CINC ............... LEONEV, Ye., Lt Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 6 Mar 85 p 1).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ............... NESTERENKO, V., Maj Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 10 Jun 86 p 2).

4.16.1 Political Directorate

Chief .................. FILIPPOV, V., Maj Gen, (id 4 Apr 86 in Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, No 8, 1986 p 92).

1st Dep Chief ............... SKORYY, A., Maj Gen, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 15 Apr 86 p 2).

4.16.2 Rear Services

4.16.2.1 Construction Directorate

Chief .................. LISITSYN, V., Col, (n Krasnaya Zvezda 15 Jun 86 p 2).
5. NAVAL FLEETS AND FLOTILLAS

5.1 BALTIC FLEET

CINC ....................... IVANOV, V., V. Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 29 Jul 86 p 4). [The previous CINC was Adm K.V. MAKAROV, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 June 85 p 3). (mr 10 Dec 85 in MORSKOY SBORNOK NO. 12, 1985 p 18. Makarov's previous position was as Chief of Staff Baltic Fleet, id 12 Mar 83].

1st Dep CINC .................... SEMENKO, E., V Adm (n 5 Aug 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZNENYKH SIL NO 16, 1985 p 95).

Chief, Cadres Dept............... PETROV, A., R Adm, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 4 May 85 p 2).

Dep Cdr (Combat Training) ............... PUTINTSEV, M., R Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 12 Nov 85 p 1).

Dep Cdr (Construction) ................. SKURATOV, V., Maj Gen, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Feb 86 p 2).

5.1.1 Staff

Chief ....................... KOLMAGOROV, V., R Adm, (n SOVETSAYA ESTONIYA 28 Jul 85 p 3).

5.1.2 Political Directorate

1st Dep Chief ...................... SEMILETENKO, V., R Adm, (id 5 Aug 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZNENYKH SIL NO 16, 1985 p 95).

Dep Chief (Agitprop) ................. SOROKIN, V., Capt 1st Rank (n 7 Jun 85 in MORSKOY SBORNOK NO 6, 1985 p 13).

Dep Chief ....................... KAMASUKAS, P., Capt 1st Rank, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 13 Feb 86 p 2).
5.1.3  Aviation


5.1.4  Leningrad Naval Base

Chief of Staff.............. USHAKOV, A., V Adm, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Jul 85 p 3).

5.1.5  Military Procuracy


5.1.6  Rear Services

5.1.6.1  Finance Service

Chief ...................... PLEKIN, A., Maj Gen (n 9 Jul 85 in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKIKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 59).

5.2  BLACK SEA FLEET

CINC ..................... KHRONOPULO, M.N., V Adm, (id as CINC in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Jul 85 p 1). (mr as CINC in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 29 Jul 86 p 4). [(Previously identified as 1st Dep CINC in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 30 Jan 85 p 2). (mr as 1st Dep CINC in KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 21 Jun 85 p 3)].

Military Procurator .............. KROTKOV, V., Maj Gen Just (id 4 Sep 85 in KOMMUNIST VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 18, 1985 p 95).
5.2.1 Political Directorate

Chief .................. NEKRASOV, V., R Adm, (id KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 22 Aug 86). [Replaces V. Adm Rudolf Nikolyevich LIKHVONIN, who was first identified as Chief 13 Feb 81, and most recently noted in the position in KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 19 Jun 86 p 2].

Asst Chief for Komsomol Work ................. GONCHAROV, Ye., Capt 3d Rank, (n 3 Mar 86 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 3, 1986 p 33).

5.2.2 Rear Services

Chief of Polit Dept............... ZUBATYKH, S., Capt 1st Rank, (n KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 25 Jun 85 p 2).

5.3 NORTHERN FLEET

CINC................. KAPITANETS, I., Adm, (n KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 30 Jul 85 p 1). (mr KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 29 Jul 86 p 4).

Dep Chief Navigator ............ TSYMBAL, V., Capt 2nd Rank, (id KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 3 Aug 85 p 2).

5.3.1 Aviation

1st Dep Cdr .................. BLAGORODNYY, G., Maj Gen Avn, (id 2 Sep 85 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 9, 1985 p 19).

5.3.2 Political Directorate

Chief, Polit Dir .............. VARGIN S. P., V. Adm, (id Moscow Television Service 2230 GMT 8 Nov 85). (mr 3 Mar 86 in MORSKOY SBORNIK No 3, 1986 p 16). (Previously identified 25 Apr 81 as R. Adm and 1st Deputy Chief of the Political Directorate of the Navy).

1st Dep Chief ............... PEKEDOV, B., R Adm, (n KRASNAIA ZVEZDA 4 Jun 86 p 2).

1st Dep Chief, Polit Dir..........KOROVIN, A., Capt 1st Rank, (n KOMMUNIST VOORUZHHENNYKH SIL No 2, 1985 p 94).
Dep Chief, Polit Dir (Chief of Agitprop Dept.)

Secretary of the Party Commission
ANDRIYASOV, A.S., Capt 1st Rank, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 14 Jan 86 p 2).

5.4 CASPIAN FLOTILLA

CINC.................. TOLKACHEV, V.V., R Adm, (n BAKINSKIY RABOCHIY, 28 Jul 85 p 2).

5.5 PACIFIC FLEET

5.5.1 Staff

Dep Chief .................. MARTNYUK, N., R Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 20 Sep 85 p 2).

5.5.2 Political Directorate


5.5.3 Aviation

? .................. MAKARTSEV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEDZA 30 Apr 86 p 2). [Maj Gen Makartsev was "relied of duty and placed in the reserves" for failure to exercise "control" over a subordinate].
5.5.4 Military Procuracy

Procurator ................. KAYNIN, V., Col Just, (id KRASNAYA ZVEDZA 27 Aug 86 p 2).

5.5.5 Technical Directorate

Chief .................... GARbarets, V., R Adm, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 27 Aug 86 p 2).
6. AIR DEFENSE DISTRICTS

6.1 MOSCOW AIR DEFENSE DISTRICT

CINC...............KONSTANTINOV, Anatoliy Ustinovich, Col Gen Avn, (id 14 May 1980, b 1923). (Promoted to Marshal of Aviation 30 Apr 85 (n PRAVDA 1 May 85 p 2)). (mr 10 Jun 86 in VESTNIK PVO No 6, 1986 p 7).


Dep CINC (Construction and Billeting)............... ORLOV, V., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 5 June 85 p 2). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Dec 85 p 2).

Dep CINC (Rear Services)................. FROLOV, A., Maj Gen, (n 24 May 85 in ZNAENOSETS No 6, 1985 p 22). (mr KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 6 Sep 85 p 1).

Dep CINC (Combat Training) ................. KHATYLEV, P., Lt Gen Avn, (id 10 Jan 86 in VESTNIK PVO, No 1, 1986 p 30).

6.1.1 Political Directorate

Chief ................. KOSTIN, A., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 1 Apr 86 p 2).

1st Dep Chief ................. SITNIKOV, A., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 11 Mar 86 p 2).

6.1.2 Surface to Air Missile Troops

Cdr............... ______?______? [Previous incumbent was AKCHURIN, R., Lt Gen, (id 1 mar 85 - VESTNIK PVO No 3, 1985 p 11). Transferred to Dep CINC SAM Troops of the Air Defense Forces].

Dep Cdr (Chief Engr) ................. KOTELKIN, Yu., Col, (n 1 Nov 85 in VESTNIK PVO No 11, 1985 p 69).
6.1.3 Military Procuracy

Military Procurator .................. FROLOV, V., Maj Gen
Just, (n 5 Dec 85 in VESTNIK PVO No 12, 1985 p 63).

6.1.4 Radio-Technical Troops

Dep Chief .................. OLEJNIKOV, L., Col., (id 4 Oct 85
in VESTNIK PVO No 10, 1985 p 66).

7. SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES

7.1 DNEPROPETROVSK HIGHER SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SCHOOL OF AIR DEFENSE

Chief.................. GONCHARENKO, Yu., Maj Gen, (n 11 May 85

7.2 GORKYY HIGHER MILITARY SCHOOL OF REAR SERVICES I. MSU
I. KH. BAGRAMYAN

Dep Chief ................. ZELENSKII, L., Col (n 9 Jul 85
in TYL I SNABZHENIYE SOVETSKKH VOORUZHENNYKH SIL No 7, 1985 p 39).

7.3 KIEV HIGHER ANTI-AIRCRAFT MISSILE ENGINEERING SCHOOL
I. S.M. KIROV

Chief of Polit Section.......... AVERYANOV, R., Maj Gen, (n VESTNIK PVO No 2, 85, p 45).
7.4 KIEV HIGHER ENGINEERING RADIO-TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF THE PVO I MAR AVN A.I. POKRYSHKIN

Chief....................... POLYAKOV, N., Lt Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 26 Jul 86 p 2).

Chief of Polit Section..................RODNYEV, V., Col, (n in PRAVDA UKRAINY 14 Apr 85 p 2).

7.5 KIEV MILITARY ACADEMY OF AIR DEFENSE I MSU A.M. VASIL'YEVSKit


7.6 LENINGRAD HIGHER NAVAL ENGINEERING SCHOOL I V.I. LENIN

Chief......................... KOKOVIN, Vasilyi Aleksandrovich, R. Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Feb 86 p 1). (???)

7.7 NAVAL ACADEMY I MSU A.A. GRECHKO

Chief......................... PONIKAROVSKIY, V., Adm, (id KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 3 Sep 86 p 2).

7.8 RYAZAN HIGHER MILITARY COMMAND SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS I MSU M.V. ZAKHAROV

Chief...................... ASEYEV, A., Maj Gen, (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Apr 85 p 2).

8. RELATED AGENCIES
8.1 DOSAAF

Dep Chairman DOSAAF CC ................. MOSYAYKIN, V., Lt Gen (n SOVETSKIY PATRIOT 28 Apr 85 p 2).

Dep Chairman DOSAAF CC ................. KHLALAMOV, Col Gen Avn, (n BAKINSKIY RABOCHIY 2 June 1985 p 2).

Chairman Azerbaijani DOSAAF CC ............... AKHMETOV, I.S., Maj Gen, (n BAKINSKIY RABOCHIY 5 Feb 86 p 3).

8.2 MILITARY COMMISSARIATES

8.2.1 Georgian SSR

SHARASHENIDZE, L., Maj Gen, (n Tbilisi, KOMMUNIST, 14 Nov 84).

8.2.2 Latvian SSR

ROZENBERG, A.E., Maj Gen, (n SOVETSKAYA LITVA, 26 Apr 85 p 3).

8.3 USSR SUPREME COURT, MILITARY COLLEGIUM OF


9. MILITARY ATTACHES

9.1 BULGARIA

Military Attache ................. TUSHKOV, (B?), Maj Gen, ("Army, Navy and Air Attache") (n KRASNAYA ZVEZDA 19 Jun 85 p 1).
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